BRING US YOUR MISSION.
WE’LL TAKE CARE OF THE REST.
ADSINC.COM

ADS, Inc. provides equipment, procurement, logistics and supply chain solutions. We offer access to the largest selection of products and services, the broadest array of procurement and contract options, as well as world-class expertise and support to assist you—every step of the way.

/// WHO WE SERVE:
- U.S. Department of Defense
- Federal, State & Local Agencies
- U.S. Partner Nations

/// WHAT WE OFFER:
- Equipment & Training
- Custom Kitted Solutions
- Procurement Support
- Program Management

/// HOW WE DO IT:
Finding the right products and services is only part of the solution. No matter where your requirement is in its life cycle, ADS can help.

Innovation & Solution Development
- Market Analysis
- Technology Scouting
- Product Development

Supply Chain Management
- Procurement
- Product Life Cycle Management
- Total Asset Visibility
- Obsolescence Management

Logistics Support
- Kitting & Assembly
- Packaging & Engineering
- Warehousing & Transportation

ADS, Inc.
621 Lynnhaven Parkway
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
+1 855.819.4276
CustomerCare@adsinc.com

ADS is a Small Business

NAICS Code: Classified under 70+ NAICS codes
DUNS: 027079776
CAGE Code: 1CAV9
Federal Tax ID: 54-1867268
Extreme Cold Weather Socks

Over-the-Calf Sock
The warmest and tallest sock in the line, the Extreme Cold Weather/Mountaineering over-the-calf sock is designed for extreme climate on rugged terrain. Featuring full terry loop cushioning throughout for maximum warmth. Elastic support at arch. Reinforced heel and toe for increased durability.
- 79% Merino Wool, 20% Nylon, 1% Lycra® Spandex
- Sizes: X-Small - XX-Large
- Colors: Foliage Green, Black, Coyote Brown, Desert Tan

Boot Sock
The Extreme Cold Weather/Mountaineering boot sock designed for extreme cold climates or rugged terrain. This is Darn Tough’s warmest sock, featuring full terry loop cushioning throughout for maximum warmth. Elastic support at arch. Reinforced heel and toe for increased durability.
- 80% Merino Wool, 19% Nylon, 1% Lycra® Spandex
- Sizes: X-Small - XX-Large
- Colors: Foliage Green, Black, Coyote Brown, Desert Tan
BERRY AMENDMENT COMPLIANT
Sock meets the procurement requirements of the Berry Amendment.

FLAME RESISTANT
Tested to ASTM D6413 and satisfies the requirements of the U.S. Army Fire Resistant Environmental Ensemble.

ANTI-MICROBIAL
Merino wool naturally repels bacteria and odor—no matter what the temperature.

FOOT FATIGUE
Cushion under foot provides long-lasting support, designed to reduce fatigue. Cuff doesn’t cut off circulation.

DURABILITY
Reinforced heel and toe zones resist abrasion in high impact areas.

FIBER CONTENT
79% Merino Wool, 20% Nylon, 1% Lycra® spandex.

TRUE SEAMLESS™ TOE™
The feature never noticed because there’s nothing to feel but comfort.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

**BERRY AMENDMENT COMPLIANT**
Sock meets the procurement requirements of the Berry Amendment.

**FLAME RESISTANT**
Tested to ASTM D6413 and satisfies the requirements of the U.S. Army Fire Resistant Environmental Ensemble.

**ANTI-MICROBIAL**
Merino wool naturally repels bacteria and odor—no matter what the temperature.

**FOOT FATIGUE**
Cushion under foot provides long-lasting support, designed to reduce fatigue. Cuff doesn’t cut off circulation.

**DURABILITY**
Reinforced heel and toe zones resist abrasion in high impact areas.

**TRUE SEAMLESS™ TOE™**
The feature never noticed because there’s nothing to feel but comfort.

**FIBER CONTENT**
79% Merino Wool, 20% Nylon, 1% Lycra® spandex.
KEY FEATURES
M/W 4–13, 14, 15  Half sizes up to 13

- 600g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Ultra Insulation
- Berry-compliant waterproofing
- Reduce injuries with Roll-Stop Ankle Stability™
- Proprietary high-walled Vibram® soles stitched to upper
- PTFE coated for flame-resistance
- Flash-and water-resistant leather
- Aegis Microbe Shield applied to Rocky® Air-Port™ cushion footbed
EXPEDITION CROCODILES® | USA

#243115
#243116 (MULTICAM)

OUR MOST DURABLE, HIGH-PERFORMING GAITERS

Even more durable than our award-winning, top-performing Crocodile Gaiters, the Expedition Crocodiles® are our burliest gaiters designed for extreme conditions. The large circumference is roomy enough for plastic mountaineering boots and heavily insulated pants, and the durable Cordura® inner leg prevents crampon snagging and puncturing when you’re high in the mountains.

FABRIC

MAIN SHELL: GORE-TEX Military 3L, 100% nylon, 70D plain weave leg panel - Cordura® 2L, 100% nylon, 1000D woven foot panel - Cordura®, 100% nylon, 1000D woven back leg panel

FABRIC PERFORMANCE

• Waterproof
• Breathable
• Abrasion Resistant
• Durable

FUNCTIONAL DETAILS

• Hook and Loop Front Closure
• Hook and Loop Top Closure

DESIGN FEATURES

• BioThane® Instep Strap
• Packcloth-Lined Lower Boot

Sizes: S–XL

NSN/SIZE 8430-01-526-5148 = S
NSN/SIZE 8430-01-526-5150 = M
NSN/SIZE 8430-01-526-5152 = L
NSN/SIZE 8430-01-526-5153 = XL
CONVOY SENSOR GLOVES™ | USA

#278833

TACTILE HANDLING FOR TOOLS, WEAPONS, AND TOUCHSCREENS

Durable, comfortable, and Tricot-insulated gloves with enhanced tactility. Designed for all-around tool and weapons handling in cold conditions, complete with total touchscreen compatibility.

FABRIC
MAIN SHELL: Tweave Durastretch®
Palm: Goat Leather
INDEX/THUMB: Touchscreen Leather

FABRIC PERFORMANCE
• Waterproof
• Windproof
• Breathable

FUNCTIONAL DETAILS
• Hook and Loop Cuff Closures
• Trim Fit
• Reduced Thickness at Finger and Thumb
• Touchscreen Compatible
• GORE-TEX Military Liner/Insert

DESIGN FEATURES
• Tricot Insulation
• Optimized Leather Reinforcements
• Durable Goat Leather Palm
• Precision Grip™
• Pre-Curve Boxed Construction

Sizes: S-XXL
Weight: (L, per pair) 4.6 oz. / 130 g

CONVOY SENSOR GLOVES™ | USA
#278833
**FIREBRAND TF SENSOR MITTS™ | USA**

#278836

![Image of Firebrand TF Sensor Mitts](image)

**FABRIC**

**MAIN SHELL:** GORE-TEX Military  
**PALM:** Goat Leather  
**INSULATION:** PrimaLoft™  
**INDEX/THUMB:** Touchscreen Leather

**FABRIC PERFORMANCE**

- Waterproof  
- Windproof  
- Breathable  
- Compression-Resistant Warmth

**FUNCTIONAL DETAILS**

- MonoCinch™ Gauntlet Closure  
- Velcro® Hook and Loop Closure  
- Anatomical Curve Boxed Construction  
- Seam Taped  
- Touchscreen Compatible

**DESIGN FEATURES**

- Goat Leather Palm  
- Moonlite Pile Fleece

Sizes: S-XXL

**EXTREME COLD PATROL MITTS WITH TRIGGER FINGER DESIGN**

Insulating warmth, breathable construction, and waterproof protection wrapped into a pair of high-altitude patrol mitts for extremely cold conditions. Moonlite pile fleece palm allows compression-resistant warmth, while PrimaLoft™ insulation on back of hand and thumb provides warmth without the bulk.
FIREBRAND MITTS™ | USA
#278832

EXTREME COLD PATROL MITTS

Insulating warmth, breathable construction, and waterproof protection wrapped into a pair of high-altitude patrol mitts for extremely cold conditions. Moonlite pile fleece palm allows compression-resistant warmth, while PrimaLoft™ insulation on back of hand and thumb provides warmth without the bulk.
WB FS BALACLAVA™ | USA
#243554

ALL-AROUND PROTECTION AGAINST HARSH CLIMATES

Offering complete head, neck and face protection, the WB FS Balaclava deflects cold air and wicks moisture thanks to its windproof Polartec® Windbloc® fleece construction. The contoured shape provides a snug and comfortable fit, the flat seam construction reduces chafing, and the mesh breathing port provides excellent ventilation. Designed to completely cover the skin in inclement weather, the eye opening fits perfectly under the most common styles of tactical goggles.

FABRIC
MAIN SHELL: Polartec® Windbloc® Fleece

FABRIC PERFORMANCE
- Moisture Management
- Breathable
- Venting

FUNCTIONAL DETAILS
- Mesh Breathing Port
- Goggle-Compatible Eye Opening

DESIGN FEATURES
- Flat Seam Construction
- Lycra® - Finished Trim
- DWR Finish

Sizes: S - L
Weight: (L) 2.9 oz. / 82 g

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT • BREATHABLE • VENTING

FABRIC PERFORMANCE

MAIN SHELL:
Polartec® Windbloc® Fleece

FUNCTIONAL DETAILS

Mesh Breathing Port
Goggle-Compatible Eye Opening

DESIGN FEATURES

Flat Seam Construction
Lycra® - Finished Trim
DWR Finish

Sizes: S - L
Weight: (L) 2.9 oz. / 82 g
Item #: 50003-9MU

MSRP: $154.00 - Multicam®

Fit: N/A
Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA
Weight: 38.8 oz.

Materials:
- 70 denier Nylon
- PrimaLoft® Sport synthetic insulation

Features:
- Soft 70 denier nylon treated with DWR
- Quilted to 2 oz PrimaLoft® Sport synthetic insulation
- Multiple tie-downs along 4 sides
- Genuine MultiCam® pattern

Overview:
The Wild Things Shelter Liner (56” x 80”) is made from soft 70 denier nylon treated with DWR quilted to 2 oz PrimaLoft® Sport synthetic insulation. The Shelter Liner is a lightweight, packable, insulated blanket. Multiple tie-downs allow the Shelter Liner to tie/cinch up around the user. Used in conjunction with our Waterproof Shelter (sold separately), this combination creates a warm and dry emergency shelter system.
Item #: 50004-9MU

MSRP: $154.00 - Multicam®

Fit: N/A
Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA
Weight: 24 oz.

Materials:
- PU coated 70 denier Nylon

Features:
- 70 denier ripstop Nylon
- Reinforced grommets along four sides
- Waterproof
- Genuine MultiCam® pattern

Overview:
The Wild Things Waterproof Shelter (56” x 80”) is made from durable, waterproof 70 denier ripstop (PU coated) nylon with reinforced grommets along each edge. Construct a versatile, lightweight shelter or integrate with our quilted Shelter Liner (sold separately) to provide bivy-sack protection. This is an essential tool for anyone who is heading into the unknown.
Item #: 50007-9MU  
60007-2CY

MSRP: $569.00 - Multicam®  
$429.00 - Coyote

Fit: Regular Fit  
Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA  
Weight: 34 oz.

Materials

- Tweave Durastretch fabric bonded to polyester fleece  
- YKK Zippers

Features

- Heavy weight soft shell fabric bonded to hydrophobic polyester fleece  
- Full front zip  
- Pit zips  
- Two inset sleeve pockets  
- Zippered hand pockets with mesh pocket bags  
- Dropped tail  
- Genuine MultiCam® pattern

Overview

The heaviest weight soft shell in the Wild Things line, the Soft Shell Jacket SO provides warmth and four-season protection, making it a great all-purpose jacket. The body is made of a four-way stretch nylon/spandex blended fabric bonded to hydrophobic polyester fleece, maintaining the high stretch and memory characteristics of a soft shell, while adding the warmth and comfort of fleece. A high collar protects the neck from the elements, and a full zip front entry allows this jacket to come on and off easily. Inset sleeve pockets stretch as the wearer moves. Zippered hand pockets are made with mesh pocket bags to give stored objects the chance to breathe and air out. These pockets are finished on the interior so the wearer can stuff whatever extra gear they've got into a safe place. Pit zips provide for ventilation, ensuring the user's comfort, and at 20 inches, they can vent however much they want, where they want. A dropped tail offers additional protection when crouching low.
Wild Things, LLC – 1272 West Main Road – Green II, 2nd Floor – Middletown, RI 02842 – (401) 841-9453
Sales@WildThingsGear.com – www.WildThingsGear.com

**COYOTE MULTICAM®**

**Features**

- Crotch gusset
- Articulated knees
- Two thigh cargo pockets with integrated knife pockets
- Knife pockets feature staggered Velcro® closures
- Two calf cargo pockets
- Zippered hems with gripper tape
- Weight: 32 oz

**Sizes:** XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

**Styles:** #50032 MultiCam®, #60032 Coyote

**Item#:**
- #50032 MultiCam®
- #60032 Coyote

**MSRP:**
- #50032: $529
- #60032: $399

**Fit:** Slim athletic cut

**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA

**Materials:**
- Durastretch® soft shell fabric bonded to hydrophobic fleece
- YKK zippers

**Overview**

Our Soft Shell Pants provide the ultimate range of functionality. With a slim athletic cut, these pants are designed to perform. The four-way stretch nylon/spandex blended fabric bonded to hydrophobic polyester fleece which moves with the wearer and stretches with every motion. The fabric protects against wind, water, and abrasion. The crotch gusset and articulated knees enhance mobility without adding extra seams or bulk. The belt loops are designed with the fighter in mind, keeping the belt and all of its attached goods in place. Four cargo pockets, two on the thighs and two on the calf, allow extra storage wherever needed. Knife pockets are sewn onto both thigh cargo pockets for easy access. Staggered Velcro® closures on these pockets make it so the whole pocket doesn’t have to be opened to get to the knife. The angle on the thigh pockets rolls the stored goods forward, so they are always at hand level. Zippered hems make it simple to pull these pants on over boots, and gripper tape at the hem keeps the pants down and tight around the ankle where they should be.
**Item #:** 50047-2CY  
**Sizes:** S-XXL  
**MSRP:** $79.00 - Coyote  
**Fit:** Regular fit.  
**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA  
**Weight:** 8.2 oz.  

**Materials**  
- EPIC by Nextec® shell  
- PrimaLoft® Insulation  
- 1000 denier Nylon liner  

**Features**  
- EPIC by Nextec® shell  
- 6 oz PrimaLoft® insulation wool lined inner sole  
- Draw cord ankle closure  
- 1000d Cordura® outer sole  
- Elastic of ankle joint for improved fit  

**Overview**  
Designed with the same materials as the U.S.M.C. High Loft Jacket, the High Loft Booties (Happy Booties) are the perfect boot for camp or sleep. Fully insulated with draw cord ankle closures, these booties feature a wool lined inner sole and a 1000D Cordura® outer sole. They are meant to be worn on their own, not as an overshoe. A perfect complement to the Wild Things U.S.M.C. High Loft Jacket and Pants or any cold weather ensemble. Made in USA. Berry Compliant.
LOW LOFT FR-G PANTS

**Item #:** 50165-9MU
60165-2CY

**MSRP:**
- $559.00 - Multicam®
- $539.00 - Coyote

**Fit:** Full. Made to fit over multiple layers

**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA

**Weight:** 31 oz.

**Materials**
- GORE® Pyrad® hard shell fabric
- 80 grams/2.4 oz. PrimaLoft Silver Active USA Insulation
- 30 denier Nylon liner
- YKK Zippers

**Features**
- GORE® PYRAD® fabric
- New PrimaLoft Silver Active insulation
- Lining fabric is a new 1.3 ounce 30 denier fabric that is uncoated. This makes it more breathable and allows you to bake dry inner layers faster.
- Articulated knees for maximum movement
- GORE® Pyrad® self-fabric reinforcement in higher wear areas
- Hem grommets for boot straps
- Full length side zips
- Adjustable waist with wide belt loops and suspender loops
- Zip fly

**Overview**

The Low Loft Pant FR G combines GORE® PYRAD® hardshell technology on a tight woven, 2.4 oz/yd, 100% NYLON face fabric for highly breathable, water resistant, windproof protection. GORE® PYRAD® is a self-extinguishing technology that provides durable protection against flash fire exposure. It is designed to minimize burn injury while offering a high degree of thermal protection as demonstrated in the 4-second PyroMan™ test.

This new product from PrimaLoft is the warmest per ounce USA made synthetic insulation. It is 30% warmer per ounce than previous generation synthetic insulation. This new insulation allows us to use an uncoated textile as the liner fabrics which enhances the breathability of the garment. More breathability means more comfort and fast ‘baking dry’ of internal layers.
LOW LOFT FR-G JACKET

**Item #:** 50281-9MU
60281-2CY

**MSRP:** $539.00 - Multicam®
$529.00 - Coyote

**Fit:** Athletic
**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA
**Weight:** 29 oz.

**Materials**
- GORE® Pyrad® hard shell fabric
- 80 grams/2.4 oz. PrimaLoft Silver Active USA Insulation
- 30 denier Nylon liner
- YKK Zippers

**Features**
- Gore PYRAD fabric
- New PrimaLoft Silver Active insulation
- Lining fabric is a new 1.3 ounce 30 denier fabric that is uncoated. This makes it more breathable and allows you to bake dry inner layers faster.
- Articulated arms for maximum movement
- GORE Pyrad self-fabric reinforcement in higher wear areas
- Jacket stuffs in to hand pocket for ultimate compressibility
- Drop tail for maximum coverage
- Adjustable, elasticized draw cord at hem
- Insulated stand-alone collar and storm flap

**Overview**
The Low Loft Jacket FR G combines GORE® PYRAD® hard shell technology on a tight woven, 2.4 oz/yd, 100% NYLON face fabric for highly breathable, water resistant, windproof protection. GORE® PYRAD® fabric is a self-extinguishing technology that provides durable protection against flash fire exposure. It is designed to minimize burn injury while offering a high degree of thermal protection as demonstrated in the 4-second PyroMan™ test.

The Low Loft Jacket FR G is our premium low loft FR jacket with the outstanding performance in cold weather expected from Wild Things and GORE® Military Fabrics.
Item #: 50286-9MU-Jacket
       50282-9MU-Pants

60286-2CY-Jacket
60282-2CY-Pants

MSRP: $619.00 – Multicam® (Jacket)
       $579.00 – Coyote (Jacket)

       $489.00 – Multicam® (Pants)
       $479.00 – Coyote (Pants)

Fit: Athletic
Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA
Weight: 23 oz. (jacket)
         19 oz. (pants)

Materials
- GORE® Pyrad® hard shell fabric
- YKK Zippers

Features
- Waterproof, breathable FR protection
- Anatomically shaped arms and legs
- Storm flaps for additional FR and weather protection
- Fully adjustable, helmet compatible hood on jacket
- Jacket also available in stowable hood version:
  - 51286-Multicam®
  - 61286-Coyote

Overview
Adapted from our expedition tested consumer Alpinist Jacket, this new version combines durably waterproof, windproof, and breathable GORE-TEX® fabric with GORE® PYRAD® flame retardant — a revolutionary, self-extinguishing technology that provides durable protection against arc flash and flash fire exposure. GORE® PYRAD® flame retardant minimizes burn injury, while offering a high level of thermal protection as manifested in the 4-second PyroMan™ test. This jacket has been carefully designed for maximum movement capability. Pattern pieces fit the contours of the body for comfort — the jacket is fitted, cut for ease of movement, and is designed to be worn under body armor.
**Item #:** 50023-9MU  
60023-2CY

**MSRP:** $529.00 - Multicam®  
$449.00 - Coyote

**Fit:** Full fit – Made to fit over multiple layers  
**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA  
**Weight:** 2 lbs. 6 oz.

**Materials**

- Gore “L & F” Military shell fabric  
- 6 oz. PrimaLoft Silver Active USA Insulation  
- 30 denier Nylon liner  
- YKK Zippers

**Features**

- New PrimaLoft Silver Active insulation – the warmest per ounce synthetic insulation available in the USA – provides outstanding insulation – wet or dry.  
- Two interior mesh storage pockets  
- 330D Cordura fabric reinforced forearms  
- Fully adjustable, insulated, helmet compatible hood  
- Zippered fly with snap/Velcro® closure  
- Dropped tail for added coverage when crouching  
- Adjustable elastic waist cord  
- Fully insulated stand-alone collar  
- Velcro wrist stays with half elastic cuffs

**Overview**

A fully insulated, wind/water resistant parka for extreme cold conditions, the Wild Things High Loft Jacket S.O. provides ultimate warmth. Packed with 6 ounces of PrimaLoft® Silver Active synthetic insulation, the garment provides warmth even when wet. The shell is made of 100% nylon face fabric with Gore’s new “L & F” technology for highly breathable, water-resistant, and windproof protection. It also utilizes 330 denier Cordura® abrasion resistant panels at the elbows. A high, stand-alone, collar design, fully insulated hood, Velcro® wrist closures, and shock cord hem all work together to retain core body heat.
**Item #:** 50043-9MU  
60043-2CY

**MSRP:** $429.00 - Multicam®  
$449.00 - Coyote

**Fit:** Full fit – Made to fit over multiple layers  
**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA  
**Weight:** 2 lbs.

**Materials**
- Gore “L & F” Military shell fabric  
- 4 oz. PrimaLoft Silver Active USA Insulation  
- 30 denier Nylon liner  
- YKK Zippers

**Features**
- New PrimaLoft Silver Active insulation – the warmest per ounce synthetic insulation available in the USA – provides outstanding insulation – wet or dry.  
- All zippers covered for added protection and to eliminate straight lines through your camo  
- 330D Cordura fabric reinforced seat, knees, and instep  
- Elastic waist with wide belt loops  
- Zippered fly with snap/Velcro® closure  
- Articulated knees  
- Full side seam zippers  
- Hem grommets for boot straps  
- Suspender loops

**Overview**
Wild Things set out to build the finest cold weather pants available. We chose Gore’s “L & F” shell fabric for its light weight, waterproofness and breathability. While the seams are not taped, the fabric provides best-in-class weather protection.

We added 4 oz of PrimaLoft’s new Silver Active USA synthetic insulation. This new product from PrimaLoft is the warmest per ounce US made synthetic insulation. It is 30% warmer per ounce than previous generation synthetic insulation. This new insulation allows us to use an uncoated textile as the liner fabrics which enhances the moisture and condensation near the body.
**WILD THINGS**

**ACTIVE FLEX JACKET**

---

**Item #:** 51040-9MU

**MSRP:** $529.00 - Multicam®

**Fit:** Trim Fit / Under Kit

**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA

**Weight:** 32 oz.

**Materials:**

- Tweave® Durastretch fabric(s)
- Climashield Apex Insulation
- Polartec Power Stretch lining fabric
- YKK Zippers

**Features:**

- 4 way stretch, DWR and Near IR treated nylon soft shell fabric provides stretch and far more abrasion resistance than a traditional nylon or polyester woven shell fabric
- Bonded 2 oz. Climashield Apex Insulation
- Power Stretch® liner fabric wicks and enhances breathability
- Articulated arms
- Size adjustable hood
- Hand warmer pockets set up high for comfort
- Genuine MultiCam® pattern

---

**Overview:**

The Active Flex system was designed with the mobile warrior in mind. It contains 2.0 oz. Climashield Apex - a non-migratory insulation which has been bonded to a quick drying, stretch liner to ensure that the garment will work with you and not against you. The shell is Durastretch - a durable, 4 way stretch nylon/spandex treated with a DWR and Near-IR for ultimate protection. It contains fully covered zippers, hidden cord lock adjustments to eliminate snagging, two hand warmer pockets set up high, inside chest pocket and a fully adjustable fitted hood that can be worn over a helmet. The Active Flex System provides tremendous breathability that prevents moisture build-up in active conditions. Add a wind layer over it and you have full static insulation protection. A perfect set simply on its own or an essential piece to any layering system.
**Overview**

Adapted from our expedition tested consumer Alpinist Jacket, the Rescue Jacket FR-GT combines durably waterproof, windproof, and breathable GORE-TEX® fabric with GORE® PYRAD® flame retardant — a revolutionary, self-extinguishing technology that provides durable protection against arc flash and flash fire exposure. GORE® PYRAD® flame retardant minimizes burn injury, while offering a high level of thermal protection as manifested in the 4-second PyroMan™ test. This jacket has been carefully designed for maximum movement capability. Pattern pieces fit the contours of the body for comfort — the jacket is fitted, cut for ease of movement, and is designed to be worn over body armor.

**Item #:** 52088-9MU Jacket  
62088-2CY Jacket

**MSRP**  
$695 - MultiCam®  
$685 - Coyote

**Fit:** Athletic  
**Berry Compliant:** Yes. Made in USA

**Sizes:** XS - XXXL

**Materials**

- GORE® Pyrad® hard shell fabric  
- YKK Zippers

**Features**

- Waterproof, breathable FR protection  
- Anatomically shaped arms and legs  
- Storm flaps for additional FR and weather protection  
- Full length pit zips through to waist hem  
- Fully adjustable, helmet compatible stowable hood
Item #: 60180-2CY  
50180-9MU

MSRP: $154.00

Fit: Athletic
Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA
Weight: 7.5 oz.

Materials

- FR Cordura Shell
- FR Fleece
- FR trims/buckles

Features

- Hand warmer with convenient, adjustable waist strap
- Exterior zippered storage pocket
- Internal pocket for disposable handwarmers
- Genuine MultiCam® pattern
- NSN registered product

Overview

The Knuckle Roaster hand warmer is designed to provide warmth and comfort in the field. It allows you to wear lighter weight gloves in cold weather, to maintain dexterity, by giving you a warm place to put your hands. You can forgo gloves all together in cool or wet weather and still have full dexterity. During a recent -50F cold chamber test, users claimed it kept bare hands warm even in that extreme of an environment.

It features a rugged FR treated nylon outer fabric that provides excellent durability, wind and water resistance and FR protection. The interior is lined with FR fleece for warmth. The reinforced web belt adjusts to various waist sizes with an easy-to-use buckle. Includes an exterior zippered storage pocket.
Item #: 70007-1MA-Jacket
70001-1MA-Pant
70003-1MA-Pack Cover

MSRP: $184.00 – Multicam® Alpine
$159.00 – Multicam® Alpine
$ 89.00 – Multicam® Alpine

Fit: Full fit – Made to fit over multiple layers
Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA

Weight:

Materials

- 70 denier Nylon ripstop, treated with a DWR/NIR
- YKK zippers
- Alpine Multicam™ Camouflage

Features

**Jacket**
- Top has full front zip with storm flap.
- Two front side pass through pockets to access internal kit
- Stowable, fully adjustable, helmet compatible hood
- Adjustable draw cord at waist

**Pants**
- Pants have a stretch waistband, draw cord and 18” ankle zippers for easy donning and doffing over boots
- Grommets at cuffs allow for tie down under boots
- Two front hand, pass through pockets to access under layers
- Rear back storage pocket
- All zippers covered with storm flap

Pack Cover comes in three sizes – M (3000 in³), L (5000 in³) or XL (7000 in³) – to fit most packs
- Adjustable shock cord around the perimeter to ensure a snug, adaptable fit
- Full center line zipper to allow full access to pack
- 4 grosgrain “Logan” loops on the hem to offer additional securement to pack

Overview

Over whites provide valuable protection when the snow flies or when moving into higher altitudes and across snowpack. Primary concerns are light weight, low bulk and ease of donning and doffing. Pack and body coverage are vital. Wild Things has you covered. Traditional Over whites are made of cotton. Heavy. Hold water. Prone to mildew. Our White Out™ Over Whites do more than just help you blend into the snow. We use a functional and durable 70-denier nylon fabric that is abrasion resistant, blocks the wind and is treated with a durable water resistant finish. We also added a near IR suppressant to provide additional protection.
ITEM#: #70011-1MA (MultiCam Alpine), #70011-1SM (Snow MARPAT)

MSRP: $59

Materials:
- 70 denier Nylon ripstop, treated with a DWR
- Multicam® Alpine Camo
- Snow MARPAT

Sizes: One Size

Features
- Velcro Closure

Styles: #70011-1MA (MultiCam Alpine), #70011-1SM (Snow MARPAT)

Overview
Overwhites provide valuable protection when the snow flies or when moving into higher altitudes and across snowpack. Primary concerns are light weight, low bulk and ease of donning and doffing. Head coverage is vital. Wild Things has you covered. Traditional overwhites are made of cotton. Heavy, Hold water. Prone to mildew. Our White Out Overwhites™ do more than just help you blend into the snow. We use a functional and durable 70-denier nylon fabric that is abrasion resistant, blocks the wind and is treated with a durable water resistant finish. We also added a near IR suppressant to provide additional protection.
Item#:  #70012-1MA (MultiCam Alpine),
#70012-1SM (Snow MARPAT)

MSRP: #70012: $25

Berry Compliant: Yes. Made in USA

Overview

Overwhites provide valuable protection when the snow flies or when moving into higher altitudes and across snowpack. Primary concerns are light weight, low bulk and ease of donning and doffing. Knuckle Roaster™ coverage is vital. Wild Things has you covered. Traditional overwhites are made of cotton. Heavy. Hold water. Prone to mildew. Our White Out Overwhites™ do more than just help you blend into the snow. We use a functional and durable 70-denier nylon fabric that is abrasion resistant, blocks the wind and is treated with a durable water resistant finish. We also added a near IR suppressant to provide additional protection.

Materials:
- 70 denier Nylon ripstop, treated with a DWR
- Multicam® Alpine Camo
- Snow MARPAT

Sizes: One Size

Features
- Secure Closure

Styles: #70012-1MA (MultiCam Alpine),
#70012-1SM (Snow MARPAT)